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Abstract: The thermal management of a complex electro-optical system aimed for
outdoor application is challenging task due to the requirement of having an airsealed enclosure, harsh working environment and an additional thermal load
generated by sunlight. It is essential to consider the effect of heating loads in the
system components, as well as the internal temperature distribution, that can have
influence on the system life expectancy, operational readiness and parameters, and
possibility for catastrophic failure. The main objective of this paper is to analyze
internal temperature distribution and evaluate its influence on system component
operation capability. The electro-optical system simplified model was defined and
related thermal balance simulation model based on Solid Works thermal analysis
module was set and applied for temperature distribution calculation. Various
outdoor environment scenarios were compared to evaluate system temperature
distribution and evaluate its influence on system operation, reliability, and life time
in application environment. This work was done during the design process as a part
of the electro-optical system optimization. The results show that temperature
distribution will not be cause for catastrophic failure and malfunction operation
during operation in the expected environment.
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1. Introduction
Electro-optical (E-O) systems have significant role in various applications (military, homeland
security, border control, etc.). They have a complex design and a number of engineering disciplines
(mechanical, structural, thermal, optics, electronics and software) are needed to design and build them.
In addition, they are often used in the outdoor environment. Design and analysis are performed
according to functional and environment requirements. Design reviews are necessary to refine and
improve design according to analysis results.
Thermal management validation is an important part of the system performance analysis, in order to
confirm suitability and conformance of the system design. System thermal modelling is one of the
most important validation techniques, on one hand, while on the other hand, it is complicated due to
complex design. Reasonable simulation model simplifications can help to achieve accurate analysis
results faster. Systematic approach and scientifically based methodology ensure that E-O system
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simplification would be accurate enough for validation purposes.
Review of the thermal management of electronic equipment is presented in [1,2]. Thermal design of
the electronic equipment and packaging is analyzed in [3,4]. General thermal engineering
methodology is presented in [5]. Thermal management evaluation of electronic equipment is
considered in [6-8].
In this paper well known methodology is applied for equipment having specific structure (E-O system)
using a simplified model for subsystems thermal behaviour. In addition, real environment parameters
and thermal management evaluation criteria are used to analyze system design suitability for aimed
application.
The core research content is based on determination of the temperature distribution inside hermetically
sealed E-O system housing in the diversified environmental conditions. A forced air stream inside
housing is realized using the internally built fans, without air exchange with the outside environment.
The key research goals are to explore the possibility to decrease the temperature value at surfaces on
sensitive E-O components using forced air circulation inside housing, and evaluate the improvement
of the device thermal management in the environmental conditions.
Environmental conditions define thermal scenario (solar thermal load, ambient temperature and wind
conditions). Electro-optical system structure is described and system components thermal behaviour
(thermal activity and vulnerability) are identified. Applied system thermal model simplification for
thermal calculation is described. Simulation results are presented and discussed. System thermal
evaluation criteria are defined and system thermal behaviour is evaluated according to environmental
conditions.
2. Influence of the environmental conditions
Electro-Optical system is aimed for outdoor application where solar thermal load, ambient temperature
and wind conditions have influence on system thermal balance (heating and cooling) and should be
considered during evaluation process.
2.1. Solar thermal load
The Sun is a G class star with a mean surface temperature of approximately 5900 K according to the
best fit black-body curve or about 5770 K for temperature of a black-body source that is the size and
distance of the sun and would produce an exo-atmospheric total irradiance of 1390 W/m2. [9, 16]
Mean solar irradiation out of atmosphere, zero air mass – AM0 (adopted values with 1% uncertainty):
1367 Wm-2 = 1960 [calcm-2min-1] = 432 [Btuft-2h-1] = 4,921 [MJm-2h-1]
Mean solar irradiation at the sea level, air mass 1 – AM1 (adopted by IEEE for solar load modelling):
747 [Wm-2] = 1071 [calcm-2min-1] = 236 [Btuft-2h-1]= 2,689 [MJm-2h-1]
Total solar radiation energy is distributed in different spectral regions as shown in Tab. 1, and Fig.1.
Thermo-optical properties of a surface (s - emissivity, and s - absorption depend on the material
used (as illustrated in Fig.2) and determine the heat balance due to solar thermal load heating and
radiation cooling.
Electro-optical system design has solar load thermal shield incorporated in the design. Shield thermal
load is equal:

𝑄𝑠𝑙 = 𝛼𝑠 ⋅ 𝐴𝑠 ⋅ 𝑀𝐴𝑀1
where: Qsl– shield solar thermal load, s – absorption, As – solar shield area and MAM1 – solar constant
at sea level. In the worst case the solar thermal load at radiation shield is about 30 W, but a small part
is transferred towards the system enclosure due to an insulation air gap.
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Table 1: Spectral distribution of solar radiation
Spectral region
(type of radiation)
Ultraviolet (invisible) - UV
Visible (VIS)
Near Infrared (NIR)
Far Infrared (FIR)

Wavelength band [m]

0.29 to 0.38
0.38 to 0.78
0.78 to 2.5
> 2.5

Figure 1: Sun radiation spectrum (adapted
from [9])

Relative contribution to total
radiation [ %]
AM0

AM1

6
45
43
6

1.5
54
43
1.5

Figure 2: Emissivity and absorption ranges for
common materials applied at surface [8]

2.2. Ambient temperature
Ambient conditions are defined for the anticipated environmental conditions (tropical climate), and
characterized by air temperature and wind speed. Air temperature measurement results at the mission
site during the hottest period are presented in Figure 3. Ambient temperature values recorded during
the period of 19 days (24 hours a day) are in the range 24oC to 25oC. The higher value (25oC) is
selected to be used in the simulation.
2.3. Wind
Related wind measurement results are presented on Figure 4. Recorded wind speed values are in the
range between 5 m/s to 8 m/s. Sensor head housing is partially exposed to the wind so we adopted
value of the 4 m/s as parameter to be used in simulation. Heat transfer coefficient related to the
selected wind speed is Wm-2K-1. [10, 13]

Figure 3: Ambient temperature profile at
mission site

Figure 4: Wind speed measured at mission site
during 19 days
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3. Electro-optical unit structure and thermal properties of components
Design of the modern Electro-optical (E-O) unit is a multidisciplinary task. Specific design models are
developed by specialized engineers. Design and analysis are conducted in parallel aiming to fulfill
requirements. Therefore, the potential sensor-level design issues tends to occur relatively late in the
design process, sometimes after the hardware has already been built. In addition, expensive and
sensitive components are used and the design should be compact. The thermal influence analysis is
very important due to application in harsh environment.
The most important E-O system part is the sensor head whose structure is presented in Figure 5. Heat
sources are distributed in components as illustrated in Figure 5. At the same time these components
are heat sensitive devices. Using built-in fans, generated heat is redistributed through housing and
exchanged with environment through the heat convection process at the housing wall.

Figure 5: E-O sensor head structure and heat sources

The E-O sensor head key components, thermal load and boundary operation temperature values used
in the modelling and evaluation process are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Thermal load and limiting operating temperature values of E-O sensor head key
components
E-O sensor Head key components
Stirling cooler compressor electromotor
Computer Central Processing Unit - CPU
Graphical Processing Unit - GPU
FRAME Grabber - Image processing Unit
IR Camera cooler
Video camera zoom motor
Other components
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Heat Load
[W]

Limiting Temperature
[oC]

10
30
30
5
10
10
15

50
50
50
50
70
50
50

4. Thermal model description
Thermal process simulation is realized using numerical tools (finite elements and finite volume)
incorporated in commercial software packages. Heat exchange inside housing through forced
airstream have uneven velocity and temperature distribution, and accordingly uneven heat transfer
coefficient. Heat exchange with environment is done through housing outer wall. The heat exchange
coefficient is defined in accordance with the ambient temperature and wind conditions.
4.1 Heat exchange coefficients
Heat exchange coefficients between housing and environment are defined using data from [1, 10, 15,
17, 18], and experimental data (Figure 6.) from French and German Railway institute reports
[13,14].We adopted extrapolated values as presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Heat exchange coefficient values versus ambient conditions
Ambient conditions

Heat exchange coefficient [W/m2K]

No wind

6

Wind speed 4 m/s

25

Figure 6: Heat exchange coefficient experimental values [13, 14]

4.2 Numerical simulation model
Using 3D CAD software, the detail E-O system model is defined. This model is simplified to be
applicable for numerical analysis. The views of the detailed and simplified model are presented in
Figure 7.
The space inside E-O sensor head housing is divided into 160764 finite volume elements. The finite
volume mesh is illustrated in Figure 8. Simplified 3D model and finite volume mesh define analysis
geometry.
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Material thermal properties are outlined in Table 4. All metallic parts are treated as aluminum alloy
5052, and all other non-metallic parts (PCB, electronic parts and plastic housing parts) are treated the
same way.

Table 4. Material thermal properties
Thermal property

Unit

Metallic parts
-3

Density
Specific Heat
o

Thermal Conductivity at 20 C

Non-metallic parts

[Kgm ]

2680

1026

[Jkg-1 K-1]

921

1386

-1

140

10

-1

[Wm K ]

Figure 7: 3D model views: detailed (left) and simplified (right)

Figure 8: 3D finite volume mesh
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5. Evaluation methodology and criteria
Evaluation of the electro-optical thermal system design is a part of the overall system design review
process and has a very important role because the excess internal temperature distribution can lead to:


System reliability (MTBF- Mean Time Between Failures) shortening some of critical
components lifetime.



Limited system functional performances due to lower performances of critical subsystem at
elevated temperatures



System damage or shutdown due to damage of some components at high temperatures.

Verification of the system thermal design could be done using several techniques [1] such as:
 Modelling– defining system’s thermal simulation model and temperature distribution and
level over critical subsystem comparison with related and known threshold values. This
approach is applied in this article.
 Measurement and testing – Measurements of the temperature at the selected critical
components during system operation in simulated environmental environment.
 Real data analysis – Analysis of the data collected for temperature, environmental parameters
and system operation during system field operation. This method is applicable in the case that
the system is manufactured and deployed. The data collection should be well planned and
carefully executed using predefined procedures. On one hand, this method provides the most
accurate reliability data, but on the other hand, it is complex and costly. It is applicable for
mature system aimed for long term application and can provide reliability data significant for
system maintenance activities planning.
 Applied technology analysis – based on good knowledge (know-how) and similarity analysis
based on knowledge about used thermal management technological solutions and/or similarity
analysis with other systems using the same or similar solution.
The simplified system thermal modelling technique is selected as input for thermal evaluation. System
damage and limited functional performances are not allowed, but some minor influences on system
reliability parameter MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) could be allowed. The analysis of the
MTBF degradation could not be done in details, because E-O system uses components from other
manufacturers that do not have sufficiently defined breakdown of the MTBF dependence on
temperature. For completely accurate MTBF analysis we need to use detailed data at component level
failure rate using defined methodology [11,12]. This analysis is out of the scope of this paper.
6. Thermal simulation results
A thermal shield is used to protect the sensor head from excess solar thermal load. Heat absorbed due
to solar load, Qs=30 W, could be transferred to housing by radiative transfer, conduction through
connection bars and air gap. The solar shield design provides that conduction through air gap (good
insulation) and connection bars (small cross section) could be neglected. In the worst case, radiative
transfer is Qr=Qs··· 3 W, that is lower than any other heat source, so we neglect solar load in
further simulations.
Heat exchange inside housing is modelled using two interactive processes: determination of the
velocity and temperature field distribution.
The example of the velocity and temperature field distribution for selected ambient conditions
(temperature 25 oC and wind speed 4 m/s) is presented in Figure 9.
Maximal temperature difference in the housing is about 10 oC (computer region about 10oC, thermal
imager about 5 oC, and about 7 oC on the housing top area), meaning all component temperatures are
under critical temperature limit.
Additional simulations were done for extreme ambient conditions. Results are presented in Fig. 10.
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Figure 9: Simulation results: Temperature and velocity field for selected ambient conditions (25 oC
and 4 m/s)

Figure 10: Additional simulation results: Temperature distribution for selected ambient conditions
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The summarized review of the component average temperatures versus ambient temperature with 4
m/s wind speed is presented in Fig.11.

Figure 11: E-O sensor components average temperature versus ambient temperature at 4 m/s wind
speed

7. Validation of thermal simulation results using field measurements data
During the field trials, ambient mean temperaure of 26 ⁰C and wind speed of 3 m/s were registered. In
the same time, temperature sensor built in housing had a readings of mean temperature of 36.5 ⁰C.
Using these results we re-run model with corrected value of the heat transfer coeficient 19.5 Wm-2K-1
and different number of elements in the mesh. The resuilts are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5. The review of the calculation time and calculation error for selected calculation mesh
elements
Number of elements

Calculation time

Average sensor
temperature

Estimated error
field vs. CFD

[min]

[⁰C]

[%]

74734

50

33.98

7,4

83321

60

34.33

6.3

160764

150

34.48

5,8

320838

420

34.50

5.6

8. Discussion
After analysis of the simulation data, representative data are presented. The E-O sensor head
components have different temperatures, as expected. The highest temperatures are at the camera heat
sink, central processing unit, graphical processor, image processor, and part of housing in vicinity of
the computer unit. The lowest temperature is at thermal imager compressor. The common fact is that
all components temperatures have nearly linear dependence on ambient temperature.
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At normal operational conditions (25oC, and 4 m/s), none of the components are having temperature
higher than defined critical operational temperature. This yields to a conclusion that at normal
operational conditions no deterioration of the system operation is expected. This could be stated even
for ambient temperatures up to 32oC.
The mesh density, which is used in calculation, has influence on calculation error. Higher the number
of elements results in higher calculation accuracy (lower error). Acceptable calculation error of 5,6 %
is achieved using 160764 elements with reasonable calculation time.
Since the components’ manufactures did not specify threshold for damage caused by temperature, so
we are not able to determine values of the ambient temperature that cause component and/or system
damage.
According to mission site meteorological data collected for the worst heat load conditions, it is clear
that all components in E-O sensor head / observation unit will work properly without damage or
deterioration in reliability.

9. Conclusions
Using thermal analysis tools incorporated into 3D design and simulation package, accompanied by
design model simplification and application of the finite elements and volumes approach, thermal
processes inside E-O sensor head were analyzed. Under predefined environmental conditions on the
mission site, E-O sensor thermal management is analyzed.
In the normal operation conditions no damage or performance deterioration is expected. It is expected
that system will behave on the same way at ambient temperatures up to 32oC.
It is shown that modern 3D simulation software and built in analysis tools could be successfully
applied to thermal management analysis of complex opto-electronic systems using reasonable 3D
model simplifications. In addition, more data regarding components thermal behaviour, will allow
more detail thermal management analysis. As one of our future challenging tasks we will consider
analysis of ambient thermal conditions influence on the system reliability parameter – MTBF.
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